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Through Ambition And The Zest Of The Qame, Noble Human Things Have Been Done—Emil Ludwig
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A student committee at Harvard
has just made a singular recommendation concerning room
rents, there. Instead of asking for a
decrease in the cost—the usual procedure of dissenting students—the
group suggested lowering the highest prices and raising the lowest
ones.
Striving for an equality among
the houses, the plan is to raise $1.00
rooms to $1.50, and reduce $4.00
rooms to $3.50.
The
committee
estimates that the number of men
who are in low-priced rooms and are
paying less than they can afford is
greater than the number kept out by
the rents asked for more expensive
rooms.

I

Chest Puts Most Of (Sty's
Relief Agenciefe Under
Joint Budget
•^

The first meeting of the Rales
Student board will be held today in the history room. HaI horn Hall, at I l\ M. Men and
women of (lie freshman class,
as well as all other students
who are Interested in working
for positions on the Hoard, Me
urged to attend, it is expected
Hint the regular members of
the Hoard will be present.
It is uncertain at present
whether weekly
meetings by
the Student will he held this
year, as has been the ease in the
past, but the meeting lo-day
will be the first opportunity this
year for the members of the
board to come together as a
group.

Three Plays

After several hours' examination
of S5 candidates, the casting commute ■ of the Bates 4-A Players under the joint direction of Prof. Grosvenor .Robinson and Jack David "34,
president of the organization, last
night completed the final casting for
the three one-act plays which will
be presented at the Little Theater,
Nov. 9 and 10. New members were
also selected for the Heelers, a
group of novices subordinate to the
4-A Play rs.
The plays and their coaches as
announced
are:
"Spreading
the
News" by Lady Gregory, coached by
Jack David; "Lovely Miracle" by
Philip Johnson, coached by Margaret
Perkins;
and "He" by Eugene
O'Neill and coached by Russell
Millies and Bernard Drew. All but
Miss Perkins '35 of the coaches are
from the class of 1934. David will
also play the lead in "Spreading the
News".
The committee which handled tho
casting was mad-1 u.p of besides
David and Prof. Robinson, Margaret
Perkins, Russell
Milnes.
Frances
Hayden, Warren Crockwell, another
member, was absent.
Bernice Winston '86, heads the
cast for "Lovely Miracle". Supporting her are Nan Wells '35. the mother; Louise Gear '36, an the neighbor; and John Dority '35. the man.
Thelma Poulin '35, Annie, and

Harvard Uses
Many Passes
To Win 33-0
Work Of Bates Line Is
Outstanding- -Garnet
Threatens Once

RALLY TO-MORROW
IN LITTLE THEATER
Tin- thii-il fool ball rally of the
year will be held in the Little
Theater to-morrow night at «:-l."»
P. M. to give the flatsMJt grid
team an enthusiastic
send-on"
for its game with Dartmouth,
Sat unlay afternoon at Hanovor,
X. H. While no program ha I
been announced as yet, it is certain that there will lie speeches
by popular campus leaders.
The Bates band, under the
direr! ion of Charles l'ovey \'t •
will play. Cheers will lie led by
.Arthur Ainicin ':{«.

Big Green Team
Is Powerful, Has
Heavy Backfield
Injuries From Harvard
Game Handicap
Coach Morey

The current week is the final
period in the Lewiston yearly cam-;
paign for funds for the local Community Chest. This Auburn-Lewis-'
ton Community Chest is a r lief
By JACK Rl'G«
organization similar to those in;
Harvard Bates
operation in some four hundred]
The Bates varsity football team
0
First down by rushing
8
4
First down by passing
1
journeys to Hanover next Saturother municipalities throughout the,
32
Yards gained by rushing .... 239
country. Under this scheme most
day to play their second major footYard gained by passing
122
62
ball game with the Big Green team
relief organizations of the city I
10
Passes attempted
10
4
Passes completed
4
rf riartmouth. The Bates game is
are grouped together and by m ans i
Passes intercepted
1
2
the last home game for Dartmouth
of a joint budget are able to seYards lost by penalty
30
35
before it faces Penn. Harvard, Yale
cure their funds with one canvass a
and Princeton. With easy victories
year Instead of separate campaigns!
By KDWARI) WINSTON
over Norwich and Vermont.
Darton the part of the individual agenHarvard, which usually does not
cies.
mouth is facing Bates but taking
have
to
produce
its
best
offensive
From th- common treasury thus
nothing for granted.
for an opening
game.
surprised
Dartmouth possesses a wialth of
secured the various
agencies
for
everyone last Saturday when it was
backfield material In Stangle and
relief receive
their
proportionate
fore d to take to the air and comFishman. quarterbacks, a fast stepTHE dean of women at the Uni- allotment according to the budget
pelled to play the first eleven for
ping half in Hand, and heavy powerversity of Texas is the author- drawn up at the beginning of the
almost all of the first half against
ful backs in Hedges and Morton.
ity for the opinion that co-eds year. Th- goal for this present camBate.- in the Stadium and ran up a
The line is not up to the standard
are showing signs of returning to paign has been set at $50,000. a
top-heavy score of 33-0 in an effort
of the backfield. but Captain Glazier
budget considerably larger than that
more conservative standards.
to decisively trounce the Maine agIsidore Arik, managing editor of and Hagerman are more than orof
last
year.
During the past few years they
gregation that just a year ago played the Student, was elected yesterday dinary tackles and Camp is an outThrough this form of organizahave shown an increasing spirit of
a Yale team to a standstill.
afternoon to the editorship of the standing end.
tion
a
more
business-like
method
Two 43-yard scoring passes from Mirror, a position vacat d last week
cooperation with house mothers and
On paper this edition of the Big
has
been
developed
and
the
ComPres.
Gray
Lauds
Fine'
ciyde
Hoibrook
'34,
as'capt.
Rainey
Wells to Nacre inside the first four by the resignation of Thomas Mus- Green is powerful and has found
deans, mor? consideration for the munity Chest in op ration claims to
name of the university, and more have improved immeasurably tho
minutes placed the Garnet at a disHaven '35, Joe: Peler Courtis '37,' advantage that continued through- grave, who had been elected in the little defensive opportunities from
care for their own finances.
spring. The new editor will start Its first two set-ups. The question is
administration
of
poor
relief
in
th?
steward;
Alonzo
Conant
'36,
the
out the contest. These two scores
Austin merchants have made fewmate; and the cabin boy, Irving. were followed by two more in the work immediately with Charles Po- wheth r the Ba/tes secondary can
er complaints of long-overdue ac- Lewis-ton and Auburn. The revey, the bnsiness manager.
stand up as well as the line. In the
duction of sickness and crime and
Isaacson '36, complete the cast.
second period. Runs of 25 and 50
counts, and there ar? fewer reports,
"It's not what you appear to be,
Arik pr pared for Bates at Ste- Harvard game the Bates line stood
John David and Mrs. G. M. Chase yards by Lane and Locke, two flashy
she said, of unauthorized "borrow- juvenile delinquency are but a few it's what you are that counts!" said
phens High of Rumford where he up under the hard running of the
of the r forms for which it takes
head the characters for "Spreading:
Locke was editor of the school weekly Harvard backdield and will, without
ing" of other persons' apparel.
President Gray in chapel on Friday the News". Others are Charlotte' Crimson hacks contributed.
credit.
scored himself and Nevin carried the thal won the annual prize offered by a doubt, offer the smart Dartmouth
morning.
He
told
of
the
tragic
acciThe Campaign Executive CommitHarmon '35 ,as Mrs. Fallon; Charwho lotte Stiles '36. Mrs. Tully; Joy Dow, ball over after Valicenti had tackled the University of Maine. He has backfield a hard frontier to pierce.
ADVERTISING is an eminently tee through
its sub committees dent of Stanley Jackson '3 3
Lane on the one yard line. Harvard
lost
the
fingers
of
his
right
hand
Th Injuries sustained by Bates
human ex?rc:se.
It is there- reaches every wage earner In the
'35, Jack Smith; William Hamilton made its final touchdown in the last been an outstanding student while
at Bates, being a candidate lor last Saturday make it necessary for
fore subject to the human two cities. The Bat s
Faculty is soon after hi* graduation. Stanley '37. Shaw,, Earley: Willard Higgins period.
honors work this year, a distinction Coach Morey to use his replaceweakness for fashion and fad. The duly represented on the professional graduat d cum laude, had a com- '35, Tim Casey; Arthur Aon in '34,
Bates was a serious threat but which he was forced to forego be- ments. Purinton and Valicenti
in
latest rage in the field of newspaper committee under the captaincy of mencement day part.'and was also and Clifton D. Gray Jr.
once
in
ths
game—in
the
last
quarand magazine advertising
is thej Professor
Myhrman.
Professors in the annual Greek play. He majorBy being selected for one of the ter when a series of passes pene- cause of other work which he had the backfield sustained injuries as
ed in
did honor
| plays
, .
mat e a l,; ! and
1
already started. Among his other well as Stone and Gilman, who are
pictorial dialogue. Usually it is a Ramsdell. Carroll. Mabee, and Ho-/'"
'" .mathematics
" ™ H n L """""i
""""A
Gray. Courtis. Dow.
won HamiUon
?***, fcaacson,
colloquy betwe-n a distracted and vey serve with him on the commit- work In that depai tment He; won
_ and MIss Harmon became trated the Crimson territory, but an campus honors he is the has ball suffering from leg injuries. In th"
interception
halted
the
advance.
Th?
slightly unkempt woman and her tee. The support of the college group his letter in ootbalaIso^ * hen th* Heelers_ Besldes tneni manv otherH line, howevsr. duplicated the best manager and a member of the Phil- Harvard game. Bates displayed a
passing attack
that with a little
Millid^nt Thorpe, Jean Harvard work throughout the after- Hellenic club.
cool, smiling and extremely chic best as a wholeis needed to secure the, accident befell him. an a cement
He will announce his staff and his polish should be effective. With the
friend, carried out in a series of pic- success of this project which is not "inch would.f*M"««»J£-21K Lowry. Ruth Merrill. Evelyn Kelser, noon. At no time during the game
person, he showed the fine mettle of! j"" ore Murphy. Betty Stevens.
plans for the year during the coming threat of Pricher and Wellman, the
tures.
only local but nation-wide.
which he was made and which had Margaret Melcher, Allan Ring, and could the fast backs pierce Bates' week.
offensive of Bates may prove danger'The distracted lady is distracted
-:o:line
consistently.
carried him through his four suc- Mary Ham. All of these except Miss
ous.
because she cannot get her weekly
HARVARD
BATES
cessful college years. He remained Murphy and Mlas Ham are freshmen.
This week will find Morey prewash done to the proper snowy
White (Choate, Cheek), I.e.
cheerful and at once set about learnparing his men for the Hanover
whiteness. Her troubles
vanish in
«
:o:
r..-..
Hill
(Clark)
ing to write with his left hand.
expedition
but one cannot state
the third or fourth panel of the
Franciaro (Rosen, Onllen), l.t., r.t., Stone
"Here," said President Gray, "was a
definitely how the team will line up
Gillian (Grane, Brookins"), I.K., r.j;.. Soba
picture when her cool and debonair
Oaaey (Simmons, Loekwood), c.
fi How that not only appear d to be
n st Saturday. It all depends upon
friend points out the right kind of
e., Undnohn (Stoddard)
a man, but was one."
how fast the men recover who are
Oundlach (Onsale, Walah), r.r.
soap.
He went on and drew an analogy
now out on injuries.
I.e.. Knlli-r (Anicetti)
But even if the dialogue ads are
Kopana (Burton, Littlefield), r.t.
from the limb which broke off the
getting to be a trifle monotonous,
1.1..
Oilman
(Oarlin)
ma pi ■ tree in front of Hathorn Hall
we would not for the world have
Na/.ro (Croeker, Lowe), r.e.
during the high wind of the night.
l.p.. Hendall (Kmmcr)
them stop, for advertising
is the
The
tree
was
apparently
strong
and
Wills (Haley, Peter, Whitney, 1'n.uty),
greatest force in the world if used
sound, but on the inside there was a
q.li.. Ixomer (Valicenti)
discreetly.
flaw. Consequently when the test
Lane (Locke, IV. < liilo. Litmaix, Adaifian),
I hi..
came the tree was found wanting,
professor at the University of
r.h.b.. Secor (Purinton)
and one of its giant limbs crashed
Kevin (Beale), r.h.b.
Pittsburgh has d cided that
to the ground.
I.hi... Priohet (Wellman)
the ability to play football is
Di-ini (Walters, Janien), f.b.
Middlebury and Vermont will be
The finals In the Varsity debate
Lb., Dillon (Manning)
inherited.
the destinations of the Bates team
Perioda
1
'i 8 8
trials will take place on Tuesday,
He collected a list of 29 sets of on the first debating tour of th'
Harvard
IS
IS
<>
T—SS
brothers playing on the teams of year.
"We are going
to have
more
Touchdowns—Naaro (::7 yard paaa from Oct. IT. Two teams will meet before
Using
the
High
School
1921-22. 24 sets not only played question.
music on campus this year." said Wells) : Nn/.v.i (89-yard paaa from Wells) : the faculty committee on debating
"Resolved:—That
the
(one-yard Una nlnjiee) : Locke (54- and will use the question: Resolved,
equally well, but played best in the United States should
Professor Seldon T. Crafts, director Nevin
adopt
the
rard rum : Crocker (16-yard paaa from
same positions, while only five s ts essential
of musical activity at Bates, in com- Beale). Pointa after toacadowna — Wells That the United States should adopt
features of
the British
The program of the next. Y.W.C.A. menting on this year's musical pro- placement) : Dean (placement) : Whitney the essential features of British raplayed best in different positions.
Broadcasting System." the team will
Among the former type were the met Middlebury on the twentieth meeting, held at 6:45 Wednesday. j gram. The various musical groups, [placement). Referee—-'. B. irinn.an .Pitta- dio control and operation.
Held. Umpire
S. 11. Lowe. Lafayette.
Those participating in this final
five Poe .brothers of Princeton, all and Vermont on the twenty-first. i:i Hand reception room, will be de- ! amplified
and
fortified
by new Uneaman—T. .1. kfcCahn. Holy Ones PleM
Bates students played important
judge
—
A
V.
Bratt.
Tufts. Time — Four trial ar Margaret McKusick ':',7 Dobacks and ends, and among the latter Both debates will be in ths Oregon voted to reports of the Maqua Stu- members,
have looming on thir
rothy Martin ':16, Peter Courtis '37, roles in the local N.R.A. celebration
dent Conf rence of last June.
type, the Nesser brothers from near | IV'\"
horizon one of the most successful 1 lm. perioda.
B
William Metz '37. Fred Smyth '36, last week and also appeared in enSeveral of the Bates delegates seasons in years, according to all
Wheeling, W. Va. Since brothers
Wendall May '34 is to be the wltJames Grosbard '37. Norman Greig tertainments at the Lewiston Armohave more nearly the same heredity n ess for the team. Walter Norton will tell of the various stimulating indications. Rehearsals
are under
«Y"
BOOKSTORE
'35, Ernest Robinson '37. Alonzo ny.
than even father and mother it is 35 will cross-examine, and William discussion groups which they attend- way for the winter concerts.
Outstanding in th entertainment
The Y.M.C.A. Bookstore has an-(Conant '36. Lawrence Floyd '37.
strong evidence that the abilities are Greenwood '36 will sum up the ed, on such subjects as "Race and
The College Choir, larger than
Nationality Problems in the United usual, has air ady attracted much nounced that the last opportunity to I Robert Lawrence '36. and John was the performance of Guy Ladouinherited.
case Bates will present the affirmand "What Can I Do for the favorable comment through its per- buy second-hand books will be on Mark '37. From this group those ceur '34 at the Armory Wednesday
ative of the proposition at both States"
of Society". There will also formance this fall. It has now thirty Thursday afternoon from 1:30 to who are successful will immediately night. His act. consisting of imUT goes Henry L. Mencken as Middlebury and
Vermont;
both Needs
be group singing of familiar camp- members of whom only fifteen were 3:00 at the Chase Hall office. Those ; join th varsity squad and be assign- pen "nations of various radio stars
editor of green-bound Americ-. debates will be of the non-.decision
who have left books to he sold i ed to regular debate work. Pro- and crooners, was the most heartily
fire songs.
in the choir last year.
an Mercury. He resigns "to en- type.
The Bates Band under the direc- should see Milton Undholm regard-1 fessors Chase, Carroll and Quimhy applauded performance of the evegage in his first love, newspaper wriwill be the judges.
ning.
tion of Charles Povey has also mad • ing payment or return of books.
ting and because he wants to write
On Friday evening Rob'rt Rutits appearance.
Always an indissome books."
ledge, also '34, made his appearanpensable feature of football games
Mencken's most important work
ce in the vocal and instrumental
and college rallies, this group exis probably done, perhaps overdone.
contest for which cash prizes were
pects to carry out its regular proTo Mencken, almost every accepted
awarded.
gram
this
year.
god had clay feet. For a time he
which
In the
parade on
Wednesday
ii
,,,-v
Sawin
'36
of
Oxford,
Mass-I
pictures
of
railroad
wrecks
The
"Bobcats",
popular
campus
threatened to make cynicism a na- has Thobb;'that is unique. When | took place h re. there, and everyafternoon a Boy-Scout delegation
dance orchestra, is this year under
tional characteristic.
or ten- the direction of the "Old Maestro",
By ItOSIK M. GADLIXARl
parison with former times an entire- was headed by Gene Ashton '34.
is a wreck on a railroad he\ where or.r a period o: fivepictures
iHe served a purpose in that he M^re
there >» _" . . __. _ „.,„„„ „f i. i .-ear ner (id of time. The pi
The Rudy Vallee
concert
and
Pres. Clifton D. Gray and Clifton ly different picture is now presented.
Norman
DeMarco.
DeMarco
will
also
iClU
P
exposed the tawdriness of many of does
'
of thesV be?ng ™ho,s;- often do not show lead the Little Symphony, a concert D. Gray. Jr. sailed June 30 for Stutt-j Some signs of change are the dance on Saturday was efficiently
copybook maxims and the hyof
young
people ushered by some twenty Bates men
orchestra playing light classics and gait to visit Paul J. Gray '26, who demonstration
is American Vice-Consul there. They'cloth d in brown shirts (S. A.) or, under the direction of Walter Normodern music.
The Bates Choral Society, one of were abroad for three months dur-| in black shirts (fi. S.)
and the ton '35.
the b st of college mixed choruses. ing which time they travePd in; swastika everywhere. When the new
j Prussian Staatesrath was opened by.
will begin rehearsals tomorrow eve- Germanv and England.
This was Pres. Gray's ninth visit! the State President Goering. tens ot |
ning with substantially the same
from'the public mind, but the most. ~"r" secures a phot
Kntire Town Demolished
Europe and one which offered a! thousand of people in shirtcd bands.
membership as last year. The Macgood comes of the fact that a whole- „.av
He told us about a wreck out in farlane Club will initiate several to
yet different aspect from his pre- paraded from Brandenburg Tor to•
s8o0meCpumb,ic naturalness halted the) «£** hobby |s an unusua.
ol
the West somewhere.
the
new members at the next meeting, vious trips. In England he spent the University, saluting all
Mencken trend at a nice point of
time. There are also many exhibiMonday night.
most
of
his
time
in
London
where
he
The Y.W.C.A. is conducting a
common sense. To Mencken is due]
-*'on—and one car
preached for nine Sundays. He at- tions of extensively trained sports campaign among the girls, especially
exploded and
considerable credit
for bringing was devoted
accompanied by the singing of highm_
headllne jumped the track. I
tended
Oxford
sessions
of
the
sophomore,
STUDENT PROVIDES
the Freshmen, for membership on
town was demolished,
about this balance.
Ratfif>
National Peace Conference at which ly enthusiastic songs.
.ads'- "HIS HOBBY IS RAILROAD the entir
the various committes which carry
n he told some stories of
rea
Pr
s.
Gray
is
very
much
interested
Dr.
Gooch
and
other
prominent
men
WRECKS
—
Henry
Sawin
isn't
RADIO FOR GAME in public life spoke. He visited the in the Baptist World Alliance (ofj on the services of the "Y", both on
refrigerator cars getting derailed
CAN the children of to-morrow
the campus and in the city. During
throw away wordy textbooks vTchwTaW it however H- merely an,l of tons of meat being scattered
ancestral home of Laurence Wash- which he is secretary) which was to,
The Student will have a radio
hold a conference in Berlin early this campaign, which is under the
and learn instead through the takes their pictures but doesn't sug- along the track to spoil or be carried
ington,
father
of
our
first
president,
installed at Chase Hall Saturthe con-: «1 rection of Arline Edwards, each
"fact" picture—a cross between an gest the pose."
and also that of Edith Cavel, the! this fall. However, now
ir wi
Telegram ntory
day afternoon in order to bring
''"'•He is int. rested in photography,
ordinary picture and a statistician s
murdered nurse who is now regard- ference has been postponed, for sub- ? l , " "ave an opportunity of
The
story
as
told
in
the
Telegram,
to
the
students
a
broadcast
of
j
cts
which
would
have
been
disJoining
one or more of the comprimarily. He ha6 a fine camera
graph? A lecturer at Columbia beed as a martyr.
the
Bates-Dart mouth
game
in part, is as follows:
cussed. such as racialism, inter- mitte s. In the dormitories and
which belonged to his father, who
lieves they can and will.
Of
course,
more
important
than
which
will
be
played
at
Han"The hobbv is somewhat limited was William A. Sawin. The father
"America is beginning to see the
places and ruins were th, people nationalism, etc. would be censored ^^^^i^"„*"£; ^ j"^
over and broadcast over tho
educational possibilities of the fact by the fact that there are next to died when Mr. Sawin was only
with whom Pres. Gray talked. Some [under the present regime.
Yankee network.
will explain to those interested the
no
railroad
wrecks
any
more.
Railchild,
but
he
had
carried
the
camera
of the people whom Pres..Gray met;
Speaking of the general European, w
picture'. In it clear cut symbols com- road transportation is and has been
k
The riulio is supplied through
committeee.
bine the vividness of graphic art at so high a degree of efficiency around the world with him and the
were the new American Ambassador situation. Pres. Gray said it was 0' °t the ditt.rent
the
courtesy
of
I.awrenoMusic
the broad scope of
pictures
he
took
provide
most
or
decidedly
critical.
Unless
something
with the advantages for comparison
to
Berlin.
William
Dodge.
Prof.
Company
of
319
Lisbon
Strec*,
that it is rare ifor an accident to oc- Mr. Sawin's knowledge of his father.
interests covered or the extent of the
of the statistician's trend line.
Adolf Deissman. former rector at constructive happens at Genera services
IiQwtrton
given by the Y.W.C.A. It is
"The average mind can grasp and cur. The last one which Mr. Sawin That is why he values the camera
there will be complications and
Berlin,
and
Arthur
Parrett,
editor
All
plans
are,
of
course,
subultimately the possibility of war. hoped that, during this week, every
remember only a few facts at a nhotographed himself occurred out- because he got to know his father
of
"The
Christian
World".
ject
to
the
approval
of
the
side of Clinton in August, 193 2. and through it. although his father was
Disarmament that simply
reduces girl will have a chance to find that
time. It is important therefore to
German Brown Shirts
authorities in charge of such an
ictu re
. *
the number of heavy arms is ab- type of work in which she is most
equip it with a minimum fund of it was the first railroad wreck in dead—and he likes to take P
The
average
traveler
in
Europe
affair.
interested and in which she will enknowledge. The fact picture can Worcester County for a good many with it. [He is not nearly as gooa a
does not notice the state of revolu- solutely futile unites accompanied; joy participating during the year.
The broadcast will start at
photographer as his father was.
|
facilitate an overview of a subject
tion in Germany. .However, in com- by moral issues.
approximately two o'clock.
though, he tells us."
into which details may be worked
"None the less he has 50 to lou
as experience increases."

Courage of '33
Graduate Subject
of Chapel Talk

Musgrave Resigns;
Isidore Arik New
Editor of Mirror

New Editor" Will Announce Staff And
Plans Next Week

Spirit Displayed By
Stanley Jackson

Bates Debaters
To Start First
Tour Oct. 20-21

A

More Music For
Campus This Year
Says Prof. Crafts

Will Use Oregon Style
Against Middlebury
And Vermont

Y. W. MEETING TO
HEAR C0NF. REPORT

Rehearsals Now Underway For Concerts
During Winter

Final Varsity
Debate Trials To
Take Place Tues.

11

■!'■

Two Teams To Discuss
Radio Control
Question

Bates Students
Co-Operate With
The NRA Program

Take Part In Local
Drive^—Entertain
At Armory

o

Collecting Train Wreck Pictures
Is Unique Hobby of Sophomore

Pres. Qray Says Europeans Face
Decidedly Complicated Situation

Y. W. ASKS GIRLS OF
'37 TO AID IN WORK

THE BATES STUDENT, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11. jgg

Student
THOMAS W. MUSGEAVE, 31
Editor - In - Chief
(Tel. 3562-R)
Publishing Oilicc lei. 4490
NEW STAFF
T.idorc Arik '.14
Manasin- Editor
B^tath launder,. -34
Women's Editor
Dorothy Klratall. '38
Women , AtfaMfta
Mircare Hat'.- '38
Intercollegialo Editoi
fl""oUv°- '31
Debate Editor
Nathan SLbury, '34
Sports Editor
!£a?:cS Povcy," -S<
Advert sing Manager
nefs Manager
Harold Smith. '31
T5S.^
News Editor This Week
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Publicity
There have been occasions whqn
BIB groups, individuals, or or-

, ...
omplainel for lack
,[ | iresentation
in the
Student.
We fee! tijat most of thes omissions
• .- ;,s mil. ii Oil responaihrllty ol the
.. or OBI - concerned a, they are
, r tl
■
one! ol the pap r. K
organisation ought to have an officer,
usually
a publicity
director,
whose duty it is to handle publicity
.'in- that urbanization. In this way.
practically
assured.
We
counsel tare in selecting your Tentative.
In this number la a notice calling
for recruits. Members
of the two
lower classes are urged
to enroll
themselves fur one of the most ben Octal ol college activities. We stress
ill., in t that active support Is n«
,r. I...
.. -ess in the competition
for Hi e litorship.

To

the

Freshmen

careful that when you do get to be
Juniors you keep an open mind and
that you do
not know
too many
things that are not so. And so you
beccme Seniors finally and if there
is a meaner feeling than to be a
Senior; with life facing you,—i.e.
self-supporting
Existence:
jobs to
get: place to make and duties
to
as-time—if there is a meaner feeling
on earth I don't know what it is.
So I advise you as Freshimen to'
enjoy your work even
as childrn,
are permitted to do and to pass all}
of your tests and to enter on Sopho-:
morjc privileges in great tolerance
of the infant minds of the class of
1938, then entering coll ge; but farj
more do I beg you not to absolutely,
dtc-fde much
of anything at all •
definitely for all time this year or
next or next, neither Sovietism, nor
Hitlerism. nor
Communism;
and
pray do net actually decid
at that
time that God is a myth and an oldfogy notion; nor that the Holy Bible!
is a nasty book, full of bunk.
I think, .-peaking along these lines'
ol thought, that when I spoke for,
my class on our 50th
anniversary
commencement dinner
two
years'
ago, I said that of the
ten living'
members of my cias-. s ven then an i
th re present, all of them now believed in the existence of a living
God, a Divine power and source of;
light and jnotice.
And one m mber of said class whoj
titty years previous
was
deriding
God in Byronic stanzas, was
now
worrying about a grandson in colage who was despising God. in free

Women's Student
Govt. Conducts
Freshman Night

Girls Of '37 Present
Program At Annual
Affair, Friday

I do not thus describe ALL Juniors; but it is a common disease of
the period
of undergraduate
life,
when wisdom may topple over fine
minds.
It is a period when all too many
undergraduates make up their minds
fixedly for all time on issues that
should remadn moot, for later decision. He turns to "isms", in many
cases and burns to inform less-gifted persons, or those who have not
Had his advantages.
Don't
try
to be
Juniors—this
year!
You lads go right
along .being
Fr shmen. You obey the rules,—at
least don't get found out; you get
your lessons and get them
understandingly if possible; you go right
along being
Sophomores,
in due
time. You stick up for the college
and fight for her renown;
you be

,

" The Student

jOT

The World
«
. n

By DONALD M. SMITH
NAZIS SUICIDE
The Nazi; of G .-many have ordered and licensed their
own suicide
according to a dispatch from Berlin.
The Ministry of Justice has made it
pc sibie for physicians to end the
tortures of incurable patients "in the
interest of tru • humanity".

THi: DOLE TO BUSINESS
Our
practical
statesmen
have
liaunti d
the legislative
halls
of
these United
States crying,
"-less
government in business"
whenev.r
progressives have
proposed
some
new reform in the interest of social
Juctfce.
In reality the governm nt
ha i gene into business on employer's
side in a big way. A recent item regarding the Congressional investigation into the shipping
eompanle
discloses how H rberman. president
of the Export Steamship Compi
drew $450,000
a year
from this
i mpsny whose chief asset
was a
gCVen :.i' •:! subsidy. He siient n
of it trying to make the officials who
provided the bonanza happy. Ships
an given so many dollars a pound.
noi for mail carried und r contracts
with the Government, but for their
verse.
I potential carrying capacity. The
Beautiful advice has been given Government also sells the company
hips at less than cost and less than
Freshmen by colleg
presidents, by
professors, the past we = k. President other bids, pays the insurance, loans
Hopkins
of Dartmouth.
President the company money at an int i
Sills of Bowdoin. President Johnson rate below normal and then permits
of
Colby
have
published
their al: its lines to be subordinated to
addresses and the writ r's opinion of bank loins
them is that they are superlatively
STRIKES SWEEP COINTRV
fine and helpful—far more than is
Labor rioting
in
Pennsylvania.
the foregoing.
Ohio. Illinois and New Jersey giv. But the Freshman needs also to
the liberals something more to think
be ent rtained in his
capacity
to
about. On • man killed and fifteei
listen.
We enforce
the
need
of
infinite pains on
each lesson
and wounded as 2*0 deputy sheriffs or
company gunmen fired on a iine of
task, doing each the best one can, in
pickets at a steel plant in Amhridge,
order that a technique of study bbuilt up. that later on eases everv Pennsylvania. Troops dispersed lfiO I
mine pickets at Harrisburg, Illinois,
task of life.
after
16 persons were shot and a
One thing we do say—there is no
finer picture than that of a Fresh- hoi 1 and bridge dynamited. Tear
gets repulsed 1000 strikers besieging
man
class
in
college—handsome:
steel plant
at Steubenville.
Ohio.
la I -. th se days dressed so well; so
intelligent and alert
looking.
Far Workers picketing the Ford plant
at Edgewater, N. J. have caused a
different from the lumbering country
shut-down of plant operations. Local
lads of 5(1 years ago! But have they
clergyman back the strike. A crowd
the same aspiration? Have they the
of 15.000 miners near Pittsburgh
same urge to improvement? Or are
they so satisfied with THINGS, such refused to go back to work, booed
as cars and clothes and
all other attempts of the corrupt United Mine
Workers Union to end the Walkout.
modern
refinements as to be less
Bullets and gas were used to rout
eager than they were in those ruder
miners in
a battle
between 300
and harder days?
pickets and
100 scabs
in Beaver
Is the body fed to a satiation? If
Valley, Pennsylvania. Such is a week
so. nothing but the Spirit can save
of labor disturbances.
them.
And that
Spirit
must be
demonstrated in an eagerness
for BRITISH LABOR AXTI-U.AR
life's success thru srvice to fellowThe British Labor Party at their
man.
annual conference voted to boycott
international war and placed themA. a. s.
Ives
on record
as
favoring
a
-)o(general strike
in case war is declared and the country is not actually invaded.

Hal", is loi lunate in having such
an outstanding intHlcctual friend as
A. <;. staples, editor of tin- [«owloton
Journal, The following is one of his
recent comments, ami is reprinted by
request.
—Bdltor.
Many Freshmen are entering colleges, some ol them
facing
great
obstacles and
other.?
moving
in
doubt and fear.
All of th:' college presidents have
talked to them
wisely.
Their remark; have been published.
We went down to talk to Bowdoici
FT' shmen the other day as an alumnus. We make herewith a practical
hri f txcerpt from our remarks, because they are at least original with
us—not so
wise
as some
of the
on tdential
talk;,
but
perhaps
practical. Here is a small
excerpt
from th;' remark.-, especially devot-'l
to i in' open-mind.
I do not
believe that anybody
hould .; ■ to college just to get information, or book-learning; if you
choose to call it such and to strut it
around. He conn s here to get a capacity to comprehend, quickly and
ti understand thoroughly and use it
tor good to himself and others. And
the mosl I hope lor yon lads, is that
four years hence
you may
all be
graduated and all ol you go hence
healthy and sound in body; healthy
minded also; with no taints of s xnal abnormality; with a lot of conThe
annual "Freshman Night",
fidence in yourselves and above all.
given for the freshman girls by thwith an open mind.
Women's Student Government, was
held in the Little Theater last FriOf course you do not NOW know day evening. This program replaced
Patricia
much of anything at all!—if you the usual "Stunt Night."
don't believe 'MB ask a Sophomore Abbott op ned the program by exwelcome
to all
mxt week.
He'll tell
you.
He'll tending a cordial
probably take your mind out of your those present in behalf of Student
Celeste Carver,
who
body and
kick
it all
over
the Government.
campus; Just to take the conceit out gave a short talk on the unity of
of you. If there is anything lhat a Bates through its many traditions,
Sophomore ha.-; more of affd at the was follow, d by Jean Murray, who
same time despises more than
self -poke on the Bates spirit as exemplified on the campus.
conceit. I don't know what it might
After these introductory talks the
be. Bear with him for a season. And
following
program was
presented
if you study hard you'll perhaps ii
a Sophomore, by and by. And then by women of the freshman class:
Vocal Duet, Clara Marshall, Maryou may appreciate
what
I
now
garet Melcher; Skit. Lewiston-Aubassert.
In my opinion, the finest thing in urn girls directed by Annette Gorman; Piano Solo, Catherine Cullicollege is tin- Freshman.
Next comes tlio Sophomore: both nan: Group Song, Kuth Robinson,
piano. Jeannette
Walker,
violin;
are MI Inti I ie and so genuine!
In the
Junior year,
the under- Clarinet Srlo. Elizabeth Pynn; Onegraduate mind approaches a crisis. Act Play. Campus girls dir cted by
A scholarly
Junior is
apt
to be Elizabeth Stevens; Violin Solo. EveElizabeth
troubled by his own learning. If his lyn Merrill; Tap Dance,
arteries (or learning. I mean) ever Smith: Trumpet Duet. Margaret Mcdo becom
sclerotic,
it is apt to Kusick. Harriett Durkee.
-tan in the Junior year. If his mind
begins to harden and atrophy ever,
it is apt to lie then. He has by this
time laid aside his childish things,
of Sophomoric renown, he has begun to ponder on immutable things.
He is becoming sophisticated
and
world-wise, almost to world-weariness. He is apt to write
poetry in
imitation of he poets of decadence.
He is sure to mock oldfogyism. He
is willing to endure the faculty, even
tho he pity them. He looks on the
president as a good old gent, who is
a sort of useless mannikin, except
on occasions when he or some other
guy has to make a speech or preach
a sermon.

TOT

NEWS

moet of the faculty was present some
was nice. But tne
the ut-iiuan
German- ^OF-department slunk off to the cafeteria and
eared with large glasses of :'. '.
reappeareover the tops of which they lookf I
superciliously at the eider-drinkers.
Evidently the German
depart in a'has a tradition to uphold.
Bowdoin Orient

Also from the Orient we clip this:
Bavlor University at Waco. Texas
has in it; freshman class the first
MARGARET HOXIF
set of quadruplets
ever to
enter
far as is
Columbia University began its 180th colleg in this country. =°
academic year on Wednesday of last known. They are four girjs, eighteen
week. Dr. Nichols Murray Butler, -. are old. all ol whom graduated topresident of the University, spok > gether from High School last June.
A, a poll in the Middlebury camon "Some Ruling Principles of Good
its usual
Government" at the opening exer- pus, the men's side had
landslide vote
in favor
of Dutch
alrnos
ami
University officials
believe that dates, whii an
the whole
att ndance
of the full opposite opinion was expressed l»
academic year will equal and per- th° women.
The Tufts
Weekly^ contributes
haps surpass slightly the enrollment
•
of 1932-1933. when 36.987 students, this brilliant bit:
With two uprisings
inside ol a
residents and non-residents, attendmonth,
what
('aha
needs
is
an
N. R.
ed classes.
A. only Instead ol meaning National
Vermont - < 'ynio
At North astern
University
tho Recovery Act. it should stand tor
Chess Club is branching out.
This Xo Revolutions Allow 1.
)o(
year it plans to select a team of four
"There
!•: no
u-e dodging
the
or five men and hold
games with
Ion, blinding
our eyes to the
clubs of other colleges around Boston. And soon, we suppose, they'll fact that this is the point at which
'i ■ -iving cut letters for making the Public opinion has been weak, thai
is
Vanity Chess T am.
- in iI; impact
upon_government
policy."--Dr.
.Mary
E.
Wool! y.
Northeastern News
oi Mt. Holyoke College.
So this is the kind of faculty they
)o(
-'. :■■■ at Bowdoin. We never would
"Mc-r.nrc h;ivrather
come in
suspect .it. It seems that at the reception for the Freshmen, at which again. For many years they were out
moa of th • faculy was present, some of fashion."—.Dean Virginia C. Gilvery nice cider was served. At leastdersle ve of Barnard Co
-.

, or}***"

ORDERED CHAOS
Following
the overthrow of the
weak de Cespedes government by a
"sergeants" revolution in the army.
the new administration of President
Ramon
Gran San Martin,
facing
rebellion of the officers, opposition
of the A.B.C. students' organization.
and strikers led by the Communists,
has be n hanging on to its authority
by a thread.
No country except
Mexico
has
recognized the new government. In
the harbor
of Havana.
American
battleships wait ominously. No one
is quite sure wheth r the temporary
President
is a radical
or conservative.
If he is essentially conservative,
it is impossible for him to show i;
yet in the face of
growing revolt
and radicalization of the workers. If
on the other hand, he is a sincere
radical he cannot afford to risk the
American intervention which would
surely follow his
first attempt to
confiscate imperialist property,
including American owned industry.
Utilities,
banks and sugar plantations.
The government
in Washington
Is in an equally difficult position. It
is to the interest of capitalism to
protect its foreign holdings and prevent a weak
neighbor
from embracing socialism.
On
the
other
hand, the Pan-American Congress is
in the offing and the well
known
hostility of South American countries to the U. S.
intervention
is
realized. Pres. Roosevelt does not
want to jeopardize
its chancts
of
commercially
exploiting
the PanAmerican market.

ARE HOMES OF TWO FRESHMEN
John Nemeth. ExchangeStudentFrom Hungary,
And John Mark, From Syria,
Interesting Personalities
is small, dark, and fiery in earnest.
The son of a Syrian oil and wheat
magnate, he accepted Christianity a
Two distant land-s. one in Euro
tho other in Asia, are '•home to .-,few
years ago.
His Mohammedan
Bates freshmen this year. ^I"6*!,', father disowned him. Undaunted, he
dents are John Nemeth an .nter^ left S-idon for America.
national
exchangstudent
fro™
When
he landed
in
the }few
Hungary, and John Mark, who hails ; World he was
pc»nniless,
but "h|s
desire was for an education, at any
from Syria.
.
..
Nemeth, who native name is -»e-. cost. He was well recommended by
meth .hums, is studying American his instructors at the Gerard Institional
practice
in order
to tute in Sidon. and he efltered at
- th. standard of teaching in his Mount Hermon.
homeland.
He has studied
at the
Worked Way
Unireralty of D brecen. majoring in
He
worked
his
way
through
G nek. He achieved dis- Mt. Hermon by doing anything that
tinction, and was recommended for came his way. He is reputed to be
the International exaftaaee bureau. an excellent cook, and is working
Speaks Good English
now in a local restaurant. In spit»
His chief extra-curricular
Inter- of his outside work at Mt. Hermon,
ests ar music—he play's the violin. he managed to win a debating prize
and has also
sung in
his school and an English prize.
choir- tennis, swimming, and skatJohn Mark has
assumed
that
ing. II' English is excellent, and he name to signify
his
devotion to
'::- with only a slight accent.
His discarded
tn Ingebors
von Mueller, Christian teachings.
By STOW ELL WARE

who gradual. 1 from Rates last Juno,:
also
'-.ere for two y^ar.s as;
an international
exchange student.
Her home is in Mecklenburg, G rmany.
John Mark's nr-.. ;s dramatic, rie

nam . John Zein Ouseiran. although
it meant much in his native
land,
means less to him than his new one.
His great amhition is to become a
missionary of Christianity.

me
somernmg..
wnat makes
a cigarette
taste better
HAT makes anything taste
better? It's what is in it
that makes a thing taste better.
CHESTERFIELDS taste better because we buy ripe tobaccos. These
ripe tobaccos are aged two and a
half years—thirty months. During
this time the tobaccos improve
just like wine improves by ageing.
CHESTERFIELDS taste better because they have the right kind of
home-grown tobaccos and Turkish
Tobaccos "welded together."
We hope this answers your
question.

Bates Campus at Night
The following poem has been contributed to the Student
by Adalbert M. Isfcawian, Bates -27. Mr. Jakeman is now teaching in Weatfleid, Mass.. and is the President of the Springfield
Alumni Association. Soon after i imiplctinK his collegi- course,
Mr. Jaktniun published an "AiMhoIuRy of Maine Verse.*' He has
also contributed liberally
to tlx» <;Hrnct
and
Alumni publications.—Editor

In winter.
Slender shafts of moonlight
Make fairy figures
Which dance gaily
On a carpet of snow.
Dormitory lights
Twinkle in the cozy windows;
Hastening foot-falls
Crunch on the walks.
In spring.
Come voices from Parker's porch;
From Rand Hall's steps—
Sounds of mirth and Jollity.

le

Then once again.
Old songs are sung
To the accompaniment
Of swaying, whispering trees.
*
«
• "•
A cycle of beauty.
Of music, of youth, is thic.
© Hit, lUXEn ii WviJ-i TOBACCU to.
Q

the cigarette that's MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
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ANNUAL W.A.A. PLAY DAY FOR Outing Club, At
HIGH SCHOOLS, NEXT SATURDAY Meeting, Fills
■

Open-House Policy At Profs. Kendall, Whitehorn, Bertocci,
Thorncrag- To Be
In Charge
Tried Soon

——

Cross-Country
Squad Has First
|
Trials of Year

|
;
i
I

Capt. Bob Butler Takes
First—Drake And
Malloy_Follow

social reform, women's rights; in aj will from his country and from its
word, he explained the entire r - students, amid an •exceedingly ennaissance movement In China.
thusiastic applause.
Particularly did Dr. Lu empha- ;
size the importance of the student.
We carrv a large assortment
The freshmen harriers turned out In China, there is a sort of caste!
of—
in earnest last week and settled systm based upon occupation, viz..
Men's Gladstone Bags
down to training for their rather the farmers, the artisans, the business men. and the scholars. It seems |
numerous meets.
Ladies' Pittted and
that
It
is
within
the
particular
The team does not shape up as
Unfitted Oases
province
of
the
latter
to
institute,
exceptional but does seem to hav■■
Men's Billfolds
more team power than last year's -"overnm?ntal changes and to pro- [
mote d velopment along social lines.
Ladies' Hand Bags
mediocre team.
Danielson looks promising as does This task has been admirably fulAiul
filled
by
the
youth
of
the
country.
Steven-. "X-Bridgton runner. Dar-I
Small Leather Goods
The
college
students
have
been
perrow, KB diminutive as Paul Tubbs,
last y asr'a Frosh star, also gives I haps the biggest single factor in the
promise as do Kemp, brother of lib ration of the country from out-!
last year's track manager, and Bob worn superstitions.
A note of warning was sounded in \ 123 Main street.
Rowe.
I.ewiston.
1
Coach Thompson will without the last part of his speech when he
doubt bring these runners and referred to the war clouds forming!
others together into a good in Europe. In spite of the Kellogc
Pact and the League of Nations, he
team in a few weeks.
pointed out, agression on China by
Japan was delayed not at all. ConARTISTIC MEMORIALS
ditions all over the world are exJAMBS P. MURPHY CO., INC.
ngly unstable.
to 10 Bates Street.
Lewiston.
Telephone 463-1-R
He cloned with a message of good

FRESHMAN HARRIERS
New Courses of
HAVE TEAM POWER
Study To Cover
Varied Fields
Board Vacancies

Twenty Schools Invited—Program To Consist Of
Campus Tour, Games, And Model A A
—EtrtJl Frye '35, Chairman
Twenty schoous 01 towns neighboring to Lewiston have been invited to send from three to five
delegates to the High School Play
Day which will be held on Saturday,
October 14. The schools who- have
already accepted are: Hallowell, Oxford. Westbrook, Norway, and Gould
Academy.
Thin Play Day is under the auspjces of the Women's Athletic Association, and it attempts to augment
interest on the part of the secondary schools in modern
beneficial
al education for women. The
pnysi—
program starts Saturday morning at
nini A. M. with the registration of
;>i?
at
Rand
Gymnasium.
;
v
ii.<. there will be a conducted
l0ur of the campus. For the reof
the
.morning,
the
del gat"- will be divided into three
to play in rotation, slug ball,
hock y cricket, and do apparatus
work in the gym.
Model A. A.
Dirc.ll> after lunch, which will be
ID Rand gym at noon, a meet|gg will be heid about athletic asso- Al this, the delegates will
ii instructions
in starting
model associations to take care of
the physical education in their own
high schools. Sifmple constitutions
will be given out.
After a period of varied skill
: Hie sort that
Professor
y lias been
using in the
Bat
Physical
Education Departmeni tor the last two years, there
will be a party in Rand, and the
Hie Play day will draw
i
lose.
Ruth Frye '35 is the chairman of
the affair and she will be assisted by
various other members of the W. A.
A. board.
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BTB a have been addMeeting for the first time this ed to tn Batea curriculum this year.
Tll v
: :
year en Thursday night Oct 5 the
"
'*'
Astronomy, Classical
Bates Outing Club Board of Direc- CWHartlon, and Educational Practors and Junior Body elected new ti'eTh< new R
members to replace vacancies and
'
ducation course will be
discussed plans for the coming year an '""ovation for Bates. Though
,,.„. ,1
__ ,
.
,
plans are not yet complete it is
bu ,I,e
In*h„ H^rWn*
« ,meet; certain to contain opportunities for
n
' 'HI! .^tors selected a,t„..,, , h, .„io.,al
practice. This
Hay* n
So, to replace prOKrarn wil! ,, nnder the direction

Fogg's Leather Store
Lewiston Monumental
Works

tacn,ty member pror Dr. Herman Lu
' -

ss s^-£Sr^sri£a r

Shows Progress
s^Tiai^ir&^ii :^rxpvii<-~—■ thiough- Made By Chinese

; Tiie.Biit'S cross-c°"ntry squad ran
its first time trial over the four mile
course to decide the team to be sent
0tl er n0mi
- «*■ an" Ph»«Ophtee. This
against Northeastern
at Franklin ^ nations werln,^: ,„ , !
Field, Boston, this Saturday.
Captain Bob Butler placed first ; not be voted on till this Thursday.
,,,„. Whiiehorne will have charge
with Drake and Malloy not far b<Work is being started in an at- of the cou
:
hind. Ssmetauskis came in fourth tempt to keep an open-house policy nomjr. Thi s study
will emphasize the
£,
-IT-.-H.TII
with Raymond. Hammond and Stet- al Thorncrag Cabin on week-ends.I cu(ttrra] asp t of the subject and
son completing the team.
t tins is possible, it will allow any- will be supplement d by lllustrtrted
However, Coach Thompson
will body to go to Thorncrag during the
;irse is given only,
not definitely pick the team until we k-encl. and the cabin will be in I
ter.
open
and
Hmoh
served.
later in the week but the possibility
Doctor Herman Lu. of th Uni:o:
:
of a change seems unlikely.
Paul
versity oi' Shanghai, delivered a
The trip ibis week was postponed
STANTON
RIDE
Tubbs is definitely out being con- due to the Bates-Harvard game, but
highly entertaining and instructive
fined to the infirmary.
Clyde Holbrook,
Y.
president,
B8S in chape! last Wednesday,
Sunday, Oct. 15, there will be
Bates defeated Northeastern here a co-edncational hike up Mt. Big - wishes to urge those Interested I
ill- spoke o( tin- tremendous ad1
deputations to see either vam .last year when Jellison, Butler, and low. Mt. Bigelow is the third high- •liur.h
made by China—the New
Olds finished before the first North- ettt mountain in Maine, thus making Walter Norton or himself. Norton China, in the last few years. He told
has
be
n
making
a
survey
of
churcheasts rn man. With only Butler left: the trip very worth while. Frances;
of the turmoil and revolutions that
of this trio and the rest of the team! Hayden '35 will have charge of the1"" ": "' :'v."'"'''« »f» outside Lew- were among the growing pains of
..„.". a
wton and trom
this research the the awakening empire. Four or five
also weakened the outcome of the! irirU on.^ iW!o= «j«.i
meet looks doubtful. Northeastern company them. Edwin Decatur ''- Y.M.C.A. hopes to enlarge its dep- outbreaks at the same time are
utation
field
over
previous years.
had a rather easy victory over will supervise the trip, and the coal
nothing unusual in China.
Mr. Holbrook also announces that
Springfield
last
Saturday
with' with food supplied is only $1.75 per
Th Chinese educator outlined
Dual
Freshman
outing,
combriefly the lines of progress in his
Stimpson of North astern, showing person. Cars will leave the campus
monly known as the Stanton Ride, country: the beginning o| the move
great improvement over his last early Sunday morning.
will be held next Saturday
year's running, coming in first.
to eradicate illiteracy. (80% of the
The regular Y. M. C. A. Cabinet population can neither read nor
The Northeastern meet will be
"The
day
of
studied
indifference
meeting
will
be
held
this
evening
at
write.);
the only imeet run outside of Lewis- to the experiences of the human race
development
along
inthe importation of
ton as both Maine and" Springfield! is past."—Rev. Sidney Lovett, chap- 6: 15. Routine business and arrange- dustrial lines,
mente
for
next
Wednesday's
speakmachinery,
the
building
of
roads,
will compete here.
lain of Yale University.
er will be taken up.
the use of airplanes and radio;

tw.

n-criptiyc Astro- Importance Of Studeni
Stressed By Noted
Educator

R. W. CLARK

Registered Druggist

Corner Bates and Main Street

LEWISTON, MAINE

Pur« Drags and Medicine*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston. Maine
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and
Finishing
24
HOUR
SBR VI O B

"THE QUALITY SHOP"
3 Minutes from the Campus

xeL 1817-W

LE
ESSAGER

ikeb Oft to LUCKT SMOKERS

Job Printers
Publishers

If
1

225 LISBON STREET
THE

College Store
Don't Forget — The College
Store is owned and operated by
the College to serve you. We
cany a full line of Reliable
Merchandise for your convenience.
YOU ARE ALWAYS

WELCOME
cm show yon a vanea selection of

PRIZE

CUPS

FOUNTAIN

PENS

of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
LADIES'
LEATHER HANDBAGS
LEATHER BILLFOLDS
BOOK ENDS
CLOCKS
of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D
C O M P A N

X

Jewelers
Lewiston. Mala*

ALWAYS the/tnest foloccos
SA7 IT WITH

ICE

CRE*M

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

Batea 1M4

ALWAYS thejinest workmanship
ALWAYS Luchiesplease/

It's not by accident that Luckies draw so easily,
burn so evenly. For each and every Lucky is fully
packed—filled to the brim with sweet, ripe, mellow
Turkish and Domestic tobaccos. Round, firm—
no loose ends. That's why Luckies are so smooth.
a

its toasted •

FOR THROAT PROTECTION-FOR BETTER TASTE
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STUDENT GOVT. HAS
SEASON'S FIRST TEA

POTENTIAL POWER IN FIELD
Handsome Statue Local Semi-Pro
EVENTS BOOSTS TRACK STOCK Offered As Prize Eleven Includes
Kishon, Worcester Academy One Man Team, And
Bates Graduates \
For Net Tourney
Johnson, Schoolboy Hammer Champ, Boon
To Bates' Traditional Weakness

By XATK MII/liURY
Word baa beea parwirfl thai Hie local
wrestling MIUIIII
will
have a ni-w
roach in flu- person of \1 llcvcridsc,
a member of the Caltrlmg class. In
ailililion to these roarhiiif; <lutics lie
will also conduct physical eiliif.-ilioniil classes formerly
supervised
by
Hank teVaHe.
Beveridge should 1> able to im- i
part more than mere theory to the i
grunt ami groan aspirants for he •
has learned from personal experience
the ins and outs of the mat gam .
He is a former member of big time
wrestling circles
and
has been a
ring companion of i-u-h as Joe Savoldi and iLutz. He hftfl also served
as wrestling coach at Tufts.
Professor ("utts is faced with the
necessity of limling
a field where
lianmiar throwers and discus tosscrs
can work without knocking holes in
the wall of the .Alumni cage. The
writer can still remember the thrill
he experienced
npoa seeing
Galhraith. former ltowdoin
haininar
thrower, overshiM)t
his mark
and
knock a hide in the Bowdoin fence.
Now ISates has a couple of men who
are capable of doing the same thing.
Upon seeing Red Long at the Harvard game, we were again reminded that the Bates eleven journiee to
Hanover this week-end. He will be
remembered as the firey leader of i
the last Bates team which made this
same trip.
The mile wide
holes
which he [ore- d in a strong Dart-,
mouth line
brought
him
instant,
recognition.
And lest we forget, Dave Morey
will IK- leading a team of his own
back to his Alma Mater. Coach Dave
played on the Dartmouth
eleven.
Under Major Cavaiiaiigli for
three
years ami won lasting
lame
as a
player. He graduated in HHSl and
(hat year was
named
by Walter
Camp as an .\ll-.\iiierican back. Going back to Dartmouth as assistant
coach in 1014, Morey learned many
lessons from
(he old
master that
have since contributed to his success.
Sunday proved a day of rest for
the football men and in the afternoon they attended the professional
football game between the Boston
Redskins and the X w York Giants.
Here they had a chance to see such
former All-American's as Newman
of Michigan and I'inekert of Southern California in action.
A Statement by Arthur Sampson
in the Harvard A. A. News caught
our interest. He slated in referring
to Bates and a pFOffcer psychological
attitude, "This team
is one small
college eleven which will have to be
beaten. It will not l«;it itseir." We
agree.
Thanks should
go to
Jordan's
Pharmacy, which is offering rewards
to the winner of the tennis tourney.
Drawings have been completed and
activity will soon begin. This is the
first tim.1 a reward has been offered
to the winners and thus more than
usual interest should be created.
Don Fleet, B. C. half-mile star, who
went out for football at that institution for the first time this year, lias
decided to paw in his uniform. Being a daily commuter from Gloucester, be found that the daily grind
was hardly worth the effort. He will
be remembered lor his race with
McCarthy of H. C.
and Adams of
Bales on (iarcclon I'ielil three years
ago.
The addition to the Maine Cage
has been complet' d
and
now the
Orono College has an athletic plant
as up to date as the one on our own
campus. It will be remembered that
formerly it was
necessary
for all
players to dress in a building across
the campus and walk a considerable
distance to the cage or the athletic
field which adjoins it. This improvement will be greatly appreciated by
U. of M. athletes.
We cannot resist
borrowing an
item from Kd
Winston's Sunday
Telegram column.
It seems
that
Butch Borjoli was running with the
varsity barrier park last week, hut
becoming tired he fell
behind the
rest of the squad. The squad turned
off the road, on which it had been
running into an obscure woods path.
I mniu.ltlll of this fail Borjoli eon.
tinned down the road and when the
rain began to fall he realized that
he was lost. He stopped at. the first
farmhouse and asked the lady who
came to the door, ir she had seen
any other boys dressed like he was:
"Only in Augusta", she retorted and
slammed the door in his face. It began to rain harder. Continuing down
the road, he met an obliging farmer
who directed him back to Bates. He
set a new course record
of three
hours and ten minutes for the five
miles.
We are informed that P. T. credit
will
be given
for
boxing
after
Thanksgiving. A coach has been procured in Howie Bates who is an old
timer in the ring and has ^presented Bates on many occasions.

Weighing
over
two
hundred
For the first time in many long
year.-. Coach Ray Thompson will not pounds, he s ems to have the qualia great
bo forced to issue a public appealj ties necessary for making
for weight material. Novel as it may career in Bates track history. Should
sound to track enthusiasts, it ap- he become a decathelon
man,
he
pears likely
that the
Bates track would be the first to carry the Garteam of the future will offer more net colors in this ev nt.
Johnson Hammer Cliamp
opposition in the strong man acts
Larry Johnson, a transfer
from
than in the running
events themwhere he
selves.
These statements are based the U. of Pennsylvania,
spent
a
year
under
the
tutelage
of
upon the accomplishments of Anton
is no
less an
Kishon and Lary Johnson, two new Lawson Robertson,
addition to the Garnet fi id squad.
members of the stud.nt body.
Kishon enters Bates from Worces- He
matriculated
from
Portland
and
Maine
Central
ter Academy, where for two years he High School
was a leader in atheltic and scholas- Institute,
where
he
established
tic endeavor. Bowdoin had her Mc- records in the
hammer.
He then
Laughlin. Maine has her Favor and entered preparatory work with the
her Black brothers but in Kishon aim of attending the II. of PennsylBates has one of the best all-round vania. The next year he entered this
track men ever to enter
a Maine university and gained national atcolleg . At Worcester,
Kishon was tention for his accomplishments. He
elected to the
position of proctor, was forced to leave during the year
the highest honor the Academy can because of financial reasons. Johnbestow,
signifying
outstanding son is a former national scholastic
achievement in a scholarship, athle- hammer throwing champion.
Johnson, who specializes In the
tics, and good character.
One Man Team
hammer, is recognized as one of the
He was termed a one man track finest in the country. He competed
team, and in the Worcester-Andover for the eastern Olympic try-outs and
was choosen for the finals.
meet of last year, he either won or easily
placed in ight events. He specializes Here he was unfortunately disqualiin the hammer,
shot, discus
and fleld because of fouling on every one
javelin and is capable of placing in of his throws. Johnson will not be
year besiat
competition in any of these allowed to compete this
rule but his
events. He is also a low and high cause of the transfer
hurdler, a high and broad jumper| presence should
boost Bates track
an I a short distance nlan of no mean stock.
Bat s has not won a state track
ability.
It is his ambition to become a de- title since 1912. Yet, since that time
cathelon man and he is aiming to she has offered to the world such
compete in the next Olympics.
Ac- men as Buker, Chapman and Adams
cording to Coach Thompson, Kishon and in addition has gained national
has never pole-vaulted or done any renown with her relay teams. Much
middle or long
distance running. of this can be explained by a consistfield events.
These accomplishments are also de- ent weakness in the
mand d of a
decathelon
aspirant. Despite the loss of Adams, Jellison
The Penn Relay's hold the next de- and Lary by graduation,
the
precathelon during Olympic year. Since sence of these new-comers in addithis is three years
away there is tion
to Gor.' and Danielson.
both
still plenty of time for him to mako fine runners, the track future still
appears bright' r.
up his mind.
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The fourth and last event for October will be the W.A.A. Tea on Oct.
28th. This will be in Chase Hall directly after the Maine-Bates football game. Rosie Gallinari is chairman of this Back-to-Bates Tea.
W.A.A. practices begin this week
with Mon. at 4:30 for Juniors, Tues-I
day at 4:30 for
Sophomores,
and
Thursday at 4:30
for Fnshmen.
However, this week, the Hare and
Hound Chase will be substituted for
the regular Freshman period. Student coaches this fall are Jean Murray for hockey, and
Polly Grover
for t nnis. The archery A. A. period
will be arranged later and will not
begin until the following week.
In hiking W.A.A. will give credit
for an all-day hike at the end of the
season, which will be arranged later
by Hot McAllister. In riding, credit
will be given for an organized riding excursion
during
the season,
which is also headed by Dot McAllister.

By DOROTHY KIMBA1.L
At the first meeting of the W.A.A.
Board, last Wednesday night.
the
general plans for th= year were introduced. Four big projects for the
month of October have been planned. These affairs will need the cooperation of all the girls outside the
immediate board, and the organization wishes that all possible
help
will be given.
The first
plan is for
Thursday
night, Oct.
12. which will
be the
annual Hare and Hound Chase. Up"The great must keep their digniperdassmen who are familiar with ty if they would hold their power."
this event will certainly recommend —Rev. Dr. Edmund M. Wylie.
•
it to the fr shmen as a general good
time [or everybody. The destination
is a secret at present and will remain so until the hounds have doggedly ferreted out the trail left by
tli swift and agile hares. After the
out-of-doors supper, there will
be
games played and songs sung aronnd
the open
fire.
Dot Wheeler has
charge of the program.
Next Saturday will be the Annual
High School
Play Day,
at which
delegat'S
from
the
neighboring
schools will be present.
The plans
for the day are written up elsewhere
in this issue.
The last weekend in October will
b.' the Maine State
Teachers Convention in Lewiston.
On Thursday
and Friday. Oct. 2fi and 27, The W.
A. A. Board will cooperate with the
Physical Education Department in
the demonstration of athletics and
in the showing of hospitality for the
other college representatives.

To Be Last Tennis Com- Former Bates Stars To
See Action Again
petition Before
• Snow Flies
On Fast Team
By HAROLD BAILF.Y
With
a big
all college
tennis
tournament
now organized. Bates
netsters will have a final opportunity
to swing their racquets in competition this
Fall ibefore
Old
Man
Winter com s around.
Charles Povey '34
and Bernard
Salloway '3 4 have charge of this
tourney and have already bracketed
fourteen
matches
for
the
first
round. To spur on even more the
present enthusiasm. Jordan's Pharmacy on College Street is offering
to the winner a handsome statue of
a tennis player.
This
worthwhile
prise stands twelve and a half inches
high, and the metal tennis player
rests on an ebony base.
Interest On Upgrade
Considering the lateness of this
endeavor, an unusual
amount
of
interest is being shown, much more
than in the past, and tennis is again
on the upgrade.
The courts
were
taken care of during the
summer
and are in - xcelleint condition. Also,
a new court is in the process of
construction.
The success of these matches will
certainly aid the coaches in determining candidates for the spring varsity team, and the present outlook
for this team is very bright. Bragg
and Buzzeli are looked
upon
as
favorites
this Fall, but Campbell.
Turner, Paige, and Stevens will not
let this opportunity slip by.
I'reslimeii Eligible
Freshmen
are
eligible for the
Yarsity tennis team, and Freshmen
managers are also
urged to come
out. Names may be given to Charles
Povey or Bernard Salloway.
The list of matches in this Fall
tournament is posted in Chase Hall,
and those signed
up are asked to
play off their games at the earliest
possible moment.
Those playing in the first round
are: Kenneth '37—Case '35; Carneil
'36—Martin '37; Palmer '37—Coffin
'37: Carter "36—Anderson '37; Buzzeli
'36—'Crockett '36;
Crockwell
'35—Lewis '36;
Buschmann '37—
Mallard '37;
Torrey
'36—-Brown
'36; Erew '34 -Stetson '34; Nyqitist
'34—O'Connell '34;
Rragg
'35 —
Camph 11 '34;
Coombs '35—.Milligan '35:
Foote '36—Connell '37;
Bates '35—Winston '35.

A fast
semi-pro
football
teani
called the Lewiston Silvertown's has
been organized in the city by Coaches Reidman and Shapiro. They bav
Issued a challange to any fast s mipro
football
team
in the
state.
Among the squad are several former
Bates stars.
Ray McCluskey '32 heads the Its,
with others including Olin McCarthy '33. Izzy Shapiro '31 and Bunny
Bornstein '31.
Ray McCluskey. better known in
football circles as "Violet Ray" is
at present assistant football coach
at Bates. He is planning to do a
little playing as well
as imparting
knowledge to others. McCarthy. ':',another Morey produot, will play in
one of the half-back positions. Shapiro '31. another all-Main
center
for Bates and Bunny Bornstein, an
all-Maine half back at this institution in 1930 are expected
to star.
Bornstein is remembered
for
his
fine back field running against Dartmouth three years ago.
:o:
"By their history
the Jews are
promoters
of international
amity.
that is, human
te
which is
more necessary to the world today
than at any other time."—Dr. Bmil
Ludwig.
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PORTRAIT—Commercial and
Finishing Photography
New Studio
At 135 Main St.,
Lewiston,
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THE

GOLF
Riverdale Country Club

Bates Student. To Visit Our Sum Goll

55 Cents for 18 holes
CLUBS TO RENT. 25c
Tel. 3531-W

770 MAIN ST.

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON
Main Street

PARKER'S REVOLUTIONARY PEN

ireni Barrel
Filled

COMPANY
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS

95-99 Main St.,

^

THE STORE WHERE
COLLEGE MEN
FEEL
AT HOME
SUITS, OVERCOATS,
SHOES. OAKES
LEATHER SPORT
JACKETS

FlanderS

No More
Running Dry
At a Critical Moment

HOLDS 102% HQU \M
Now at only ?5—a new model <>f this
revolutionary Parker Vacumatic Filler.
Has marvelous transparent non-1.reakaHe. barrel - shows quantity of ink at all
times—ends nuisance of I
| Iry at
the critical moment.
Invented by a scientist at the University of V. i i, ,1-in del el '|»-.| by Parker,
ana guaranteed mechanically perfect.
Contains no robber sac.no piston pump
or valves nothing to faihan 1 render it
psel
h .1 :- 102% more
ink, wit'-, no ini rease in size.
Go in ! - '■ i\ See also Parker's laminated \
itic Filler at $7.50, with allpurp *
tie point that writes both
sides. The Parker Pen Co., TanesviOe,
V. !>i. a an.
Quinfc.New Ink Discovery, Ends Pen-Gcgging

ParL

VACUMATIC FILLER

Parker Qumt—the new nonIc witl
pen -as
si Ck: Qu -i- from any
. r» mi two 3c stamps to
age fir
lit - bottle.

Transparent Laminated Pear/ Pen, !-ir
Point, J7.50,- P«nci7 to Match, S1SC
Jit or Plain Transparent Pen,
1-way Point, til Ptntil, M.50.

... all of the claims that have been made
about smoking tobacco—how it was that
one was this and that one was that?
After all, what you want to know
when you get a thing for a certain purpose is . . .

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

"Was it made for that?"
Granger is made of White Burley—
the kind of leaf tobacco that's best for
pipes.

LUNCHEONETTE
AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
PRESCRIPTIONS

And old man Wellman, who taught
us how to make Granger, knew how.

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694
College and Sabattus Streets

Granger is made to
smoke in a pipe—and
folks seem to like it.

Is the Best
Abridged Dictionary

a sensible package
10 cents

ranger Rough Cut

, *',,.ean ,hard,y believe I shall ever apply to It any
t«t it will not endit.-Ny sustain. It Is an amazing
■I Wit «t accurate and usaile scholarship." said
H. U. Siavcr, Massachusetts Institute of Tcthnolnoy.
rre-sM.-nis aiul PoM-tri-Tit Hea.1* or lr*dtnff Vnlverslti*-* ajrree v,itn this nninion. Webster*! Collegiate Is
be; i Deeaaae it la based on the 'Si:premo Authority"—
Wjairi New I»temaii«>nal Dictionary. 106.000 entries inrludins hundreds t.f new wo-ds. with definitions,
speUlncs. and correct use: a dictionary of Biography;
a Gazetteer :r-jl«v of punctuation :ii5C of capitals, afabre.
dictionary cf foreign words and phrasas. Ma.iy o:»< .■ frail value. 1.2U* pajt-s. 1.700 Illustrations.
lollegcBu. ki'^rewr Write for Information to the Publishers.

\G. JC. MERR!AM CO.

— the
^,^«
e tobaooo
tobacco tVisi+'c:
that's iv/rArii?
MADE wvr*
FOR PIPES

SPRINGFItlD, MASS.
© 1933.

LIGGETT

&

MYERS TOBACCO CO.

xV
\

AUBURN. ME j

COLLEGIATE

etr.
i I prat

|

o you

Convincinqlestiinonu
** That
&

•. ;.iii. its.

°PP- Bel],

MERRILL & WEBBERi

Telephone 876
ti_' Court street
Auburn

Maine.

Thos>
on the
committee
The first Student Gov rnraent tea Catherine
Condon '35, en
of the year was held in Rand re- Eleanor Glover '36;
ception " room
Sunday
afternoon Blanchard '34.
from four
to six. The pourers for
:o:
he first hour
were Prof.
Gilbert
"Our
present
civilization
and Mrs. H. W. Rowe,
who
were
the state
when it
succeed.d
by Mrs. C. D. Gray and reached
choose between material and
Dean Clark.
*PirrL
Musical selections were rendered ual values."—Rev. Dr. Alb
throughout the afternoon by Caro-bourg.

.^^■n-^m^m

SWEATERS, and

Harry L. Plummer

lyn Blake '36 on the piano, ,
trio composed
of Gladys Gil"
piano; Virginia Scales, violin'1*
\nna Saunders, 'cello, all
or
class of '36.

